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Detection of sulphuric life in Mars analogue material using a
miniature LIMS system
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In situ identification of life signatures on Solar System bodies other than Earth is extremely

challenging and demands for sophisticated and sensitive instrumentation for their detection. Life

signatures can be grouped into six different categories, ranging from biomolecules (e.g., lipids and

amino acids), to microstructures (such as microfossils) [1]. Sulphur fractionated element isotopes

belong to another important category and are of high interest to current astrobiology. In this

contribution, we report on a novel measurement protocol, which is dedicated to measure

accurately fractionated sulphur isotopes in different Mars analogue materials with an accuracy at

the

34

δ level using our miniature and sensitive Laser Ablation Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (LIMS)

that was designed for space exploration missions.

The applied LIMS instrument in this study consists of a miniature reflectron-type time-of-flight

mass analyser (160 mm x Ø 60 mm) and a femtosecond laser system (λ = 775 nm, τ ~190 fs) used

as ablation and ionization source [2-3]. By means of irradiance studies performed on the Mars

analogues, optimal measurement conditions could be elaborated, which allowed to measure

sulphur fractionation with an accuracy at the 

34

δ level.

All measurements presented here were conducted on five very different Mars analogues that were

collected at different extreme field sites on Earth, including Rio Tinto in Spain and Movile and

Sulphur caves in Romania. The analogues differ strongly in their total sulphur weight abundance,

which range from ~5 to ~95 %, and in their fractionation degree of sulphur (

34

δ from about +8 to

-7). In comparison to the state-of-the-art sulphur isotope measurements the LIMS measurements

showed an accuracy of ~1.5

34

δ. The measurement protocol is simple and sufficiently accurate for

in situ application. It will provide valuable information of e.g., geochemical processes occurred on

Solar System body surfaces, and will enable the identification of sulphuric-based life in case the

fractionation is above fractionation induced by geochemical processes.
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